
 

one8280

God knew of our gender before we were even born.

 Posted On 03/13/2024

 

juststeve

Children in play can adopt the role of cowboy in the morning, a spaceman in the afternoon, then a cop or

robber the next day. It's all make believe as they are expressing what they are absorbing what they learn.

Adolescents are in the throes of hormone disruptions with much of the same, only much more

complicated. Neither can buy alcohol, tobacco. They can't get tattoos without parental permission. All

kinds of restrictions recognizing the need for further development in mental, emotional and the physical.

In recent years much has been made of how the young are taking much longer for their frontal lobes to

develop to make better decisions.

Some are believing it to take up and into late twenties, to early thirties these days. The former days of an

uncomplicated life in a farming community no longer exist for a 14, 16-year-old to take on the role of an

adult. The whole thing smells of another layer of Depopulation. Take the birth control off the shelve, then

convert the children into neutered, eunuchs, sterile drones for life. But only if they are not deemed -

unnecessary, useless.
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Guillermou

Just, your comment is powerful and reveals breadth of knowledge. Children's lives are being ruined by

lies with indoctrinators pressuring vulnerable children to make destructive health decisions and a

major part of the problem is the education system and also government support. Dr. Rachel Levine,

the highest-ranking openly transgender US o�cial, has con�rmed that President Joe Biden's

administration is fully supporting the practice of drugging and mutilating children for gender

transitions. During her speech at the Pediatric Grand Rounds session at Connecticut Children's

Medical Center in Hartford, the deputy secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS) praised the medical institution and also promised that medical gender reassignment for

children will soon be normalized.

children. Levine's remarks came just a week after Biden criticized Florida for its tough stance against

child mutilation. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis and the state legislature have enacted laws banning

classroom discussions about sexual orientation and gender identity in elementary schools. Medical

boards in the Sunshine State have also banned gender-a�rming care for minors
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Guillermou

Dr. Stanley Goldfarb of the organization Do No Harm, a national association of medical professionals

that combats woke activism in the healthcare system, told Fox News that Levine's appearance at

Connecticut Children's Hospital praising a�rming care genre for minors and stating that it will be fully

accepted. It is wrong and must be countered. "There is no strong evidence that children treated with

gender-altering hormones or puberty blockers have improved mental health assessments," he said.

"Despite claims to the contrary, a recent study from the University of Washington showed that there

was absolutely no change in the psychological well-being of children with gender dysphoria treated

with these medications." He added that irrevocable harm can be done by pushing these radical,

ideologically driven treatments.

These procedures, especially for minors, must be based on rigorous scienti�c research, not agenda-

driven dubious studies or activist demands. www.brighteon.com/acc238cb-3fd0-467b-ae53-

b4597db0fcbe  .---- bigleaguepolitics.com/transgender-health-o�cial-says-drugging-and-mu..

 (2023).---
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Swilliam

@juststeve said, "The former days of an uncomplicated life in a farming community no longer exist for

a 14, 16-year-old to take on the role of an adult." ----- ----- ----- Why was such a life so "uncomplicated"?

Because it was �lled with RESPONSIBILITY, from dawn to dusk, with practical hands-on training

DOING increasingly challenging, NECESSARY chores. ----- ----- ----- Why are lives today so

*complicated*? The b.s. factor: Too much free time, Too little discipline. ----- ----- ----- Although it helps

enormously, growing up on a farm is unnecessary to growth and no guarantee of mental health.

I had a full-on narcissistic o�ce mate who grew up on a farm and who had had 3 abortions, kept one

child, and confessed to me that she wanted "to give her ex-husband full custody of" this child so my

o�ce mate could play at being single again. ----- ----- ----- Anyone see the Up series of documentaries,

such as Seven Up!, Fourteen Up!, etc? The series creator based the �lms on the Jesuit motto, "Give me

a child until he is seven and I will give you the man".

----- ----- ----- Sadly, I would argue that children -- suburban, urban, or farm -- who are parented and

schooled by the propagandized mentally ill have close to zero chance of growing into mentally healthy

adults. ----- ----- ----- The LAST thing we need is more **cked-up people reproducing. In other words,

there may be a Big Fat Silver Lining to preventing so many "confused" beings from continuing

generational mental illness. ----- ----- ----- "Children Learn What They Live" (Dorothy Law Nolte, 1955)

 Posted On 03/15/2024

 

Mmmarsha71

This is insanity! Europe is telling Americans not to do this. It ruins lives. Levine can say whatever, but he is

a sick person. Hormones, psychotropics nor surgeries can change your DNA.
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wakeupSleep

Whatever individuals may choose to believe, all of this is simply demonic. Someone who supports the

mutilation of people or, worse, children has publicly declared that they have given themself over to evil.

Nothing will get past The Creator of Heaven and earth, who took our place on the cross and is both loving

and just, in the middle of all this aggravating evil.
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wareagle82

One common trait among authoritarians is that they always come for the children. Always. With a side

order of creating discord and chaos within families. When adults are encouraging the forced sterilization

of children to advance some social cause, you can be sure that "care" has nothing to do with it whether the

care is labeled as a�rming or by some other happy euphemism. These are kids. They cannot legally get

tattoos, but somehow it's okay to remove body parts? Richard Levine - and no one is fooled by the hair,

out�t, or earrings; he's a guy - can say whatever he likes, but the rest of us do not have to believe him.

This is a far more dangerous version of the eating disorders abundant in the previous generation of teens

and pre-teens. Marginally popular kids are suddenly showered with attention, gullible or enabling parents

go along with it, and a permanent solution to a temporary issue is implemented. And if the person truly

wants a change, that's what adulthood is for.
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Swilliam

@wareagle82, "if the person truly wants a change, that's what adulthood is for", because it takes at

least that long to realize that real change is internal. All else is cosmetic. And we have only to look AT

Pelosi, Whitmer, Madonna, Hollywood, etc., for grotesque examples of failed attempts at cosmetic

repair.
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catalin_radulescu

"Sex assigned at birth" in my opinion is an incorrect and hazardous term. Sounds like someone in the

maternity made a possibly arbitrary decision. The sexual characteristics develop at 6-12 weeks into the

pregnancy, way before the birth. And nobody assigns it. It is as ridiculous as saying that the baby got 2

legs assigned at birth. In my opinion it should be just "sex". Then there is the gender, if the person has

gender dysphoria.

 Posted On 03/13/2024

 

LSquare

Catalin, you have no idea how irksome and irritated that I get when a commercial says "Drug X is for

people ASSIGNED x at birth". It's Orwellian newspeak. Here's how to ID your gender: if someone found

you in the woods, unconscious and naked, how would they refer to you when calling 911? Obviously,

there could have been surgery involved, but at least that shows commitment, not just putting on some

Maybelline and playing dress up for the day.
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jef9075

If any of you have not watched Dr. M's interview with Miriam Grossman, M.D., check it out. Here's

another short video of her discussing this topic.  www.youtube.com/watch
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inner

"Non-binary" is NOT a natural state of a mammal! How in blazes can any sane person consider such

procedures as a type of "care"? BTW, this is speci�caly forbidden in the Bible.
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Greebo

Gender a�rmation should be a subset of more general assistance in the maturation process instead of

pushing permanent & radical ideas on minds that do not have the knowledge & experience to make

mature informed decisions. Children should not be expected to make decisions that PERMANENTLY

exclude them from normal human lives which we have evolved over millions of years to �nd satisfying.

Deciding that you will never have any children or normal sexual feelings...EVER, is something they have no

experience or su�cient knowledge to evaluate.

Being left at the mercies of ideologues with political agendas inimical to their welfare is criminal. Allowing

these ideologues to teach & brain wash children in schools or medical facilities needs to stop. Informed

consent is a serious part of human rights & must be defended & protected for children as well as the

general population. We must rid ourselves of those who are attempting to make humans into their 'cattle'

to exploit & restore our Constitutional Republic.
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smilestogo

So many of us regret life-decisions we made after reaching adulthood and being supposedly older and

wiser; how can children far from adulthood be expected to make life-decisions that will stand the test of

time? Doubtless, persons like Dr. Rachel Levine are not in control of all their faculties and don't know it.
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Ronald_H

Only you choose which words come out of your mouth, so why do we typically default from precision in

language to accept newly created words and oxymorons chosen by those with foreign and diabolical

political agendas? Gender a�rming? Use that term and before you even can complete your sentence, you

have accepted their false premise that gender can be changed and support their fantasy of yet another

abomination to our Creator and degradation of our society to create vulnerabilities to political change.

Bodies can be mutilated and pharmacologically assaulted and abused, yet that doesn't change the gender

nor does a�rmation of a lie produce truth.

 Posted On 03/15/2024

 

hisgarness

Gender a�rming care is a contradiction of terms.  While it is possible some altruistic motive may exist for

attempting to help people struggling with gender dysphoria, irreversible therapies or surgeries do not

constitute care.  It does provide income for those that practice.  Youth and it's associated hormones are a

breeding ground for all variety of dysphoria.  A �rst rule should be no irreversible treatment until legal

adulthood is attained.  Like tattoos irreversible physical decisions should only be made by not only an

adult, but the adults who's body is involved.  A parent's desire to give their child what that child believes

they need must be curbed.  The key word here again is irreversible.  What do you call and trans person

that becomes a born again heterosexual ?
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Woodcarver

Does anyone remember the castrati? They were young boys with a good singing voice and the Church

decided to keep that powerful soprano by castrating them. This went on for centuries. The last castrati

died in the 1930s but I could be wrong. Then there was genital mutilation of girls in certain parts of the

world in order to keep them from enjoying sex so they would not wander. No clitoris, no orgasm, just

di�cult birthing and pain. That was considered horrible just ten years ago. And now, we have even worse

and it is called gender a�rming care instead of life altering mutilation.

 Posted On 03/13/2024

 

Swilliam

The question is WHY did parents allow their sons to be castrated? WHY did parents allow their

daughters to be circumcised? Remember, what seems normal now might be anything but. ----- ----- -----

Time and space make it easy to call b.s. ----- ----- ----- We need to acknowledge that, had we been

reared in those cultures, we probably would have failed to detect how they institutionalized the sexual

fetishes of the narcissistic Blobs in Power. Eternal vigilance means questioning everything, beginning

with our own assumptions.
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Swilliam

The combination, "medically necessary, safe, and effective", from the maw of a government shill ought to

send anyone with a brain running in the opposite direction. And another thing, Dr. Mercola is a walking

advertisement for the lifestyle he has shared with people for *decades*. Similarly, Dr. Rachel Levine

embodies the result of following what appointed government o�cials advertise as "medically necessary,

safe, and effective" xD
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robbie2u

Is gender a�rming care necessary and which group in the population does it affect mainly? If it has been

largely an untreated condition what then happens? Is it liking to a virus or broken bone that mends itself or

does the person’s immune system deal with it? How did previous generations cope with it as they must

have had them and in similar percentages? What are the generation comparison numbers on this? If it is

only this generation’s phenomena then this strikes me as manipulated or we have more confused people

today then yesterday. A generation is say 20yrs how did they deal with it and what was their outcome? A

survey of these older people and how they coped or not would give us numbers at least or how they dealt

with it but making money out of it through medical and psychological intervention or encouragement is

the wrong thing and costly in many ways.
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Mmmarsha71

www.lifesitenews.com/news/uk-national-health-service-puberty-blockers/..
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